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In this classic of biology and modern science, Sir D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson (1860â€“1948), one

of the most distinguished scientists of the modern era, sets forth his seminal "theory of

transformation" - that one species evolves into another not by successive minor changes in

individual body parts but by large-scale transformations involving the body as a whole.First written in

1917, the book was revised by Thompson in 1942 â€” the revision reprinted here. The esteem in

which this monumental, lavishly illustrated work is universally held derives not only from its

scholarship and creativity, but also from the rich literary style that exemplifies Thompson's great

erudition in the physical and natural sciences, ancient and modern languages and the

humanities.The book begins with studies of organic magnitude, the rate of growth, cellular form and

structure, adsorption, and the forms of tissues, then examines a vast spectrum of life forms, and

concludes with a comparison of related forms that leads to the theory of transformations.
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I heard about this marvellous book as I was reading in the typical popular science literature years

ago now but its almost impossible to avoid contact with this tome of the archetypal polymath D'Arcy

Wentworth Thompson. A remarkable man with a wonderful open view of science and the, what's

now called, interdisciplinarian approach to the world. Refreshingly full of new ideas especially for his

day and even now where conservatism as usual is the norm in scientific circles. I hope many

scientists read this book and see not just a curiosity but a representation of a whole approach to the

world of nature. I will never forget the first time I read the chapter on coordinate transformations in



animal shapes, today's schools simply do not inspire in this way and its time this changed. The

prescence of this book, well read, on any person's bookshelf is a must.

It's about so much more than the limits our minds create from standard reviews & categorizations.

Shows how to organize your thinking to tackle something new. On the surface, it's a turn of the

century survey & application of physical scientific knowledge. On a higher level it communicates

how to effectively organize knowledge as a tool & pathway to inner understanding as only the

CLASSICS can do. I was required to read it for my Brandeis Ph.D. in Biophysics, but have

recommended it to home schoolers as the best single book to inform a teenager about physics,

chemistry, biology, & practical thinking. The Latin roots of the title words, Form & Function, are

utilized, rather than specialized contemporary jargon.

I have had a copy of this book since I was 16. I have given it as gifts, and believe it to be one of the

fundamental books that has changed science and the way we think of the world. As you can tell I

love this book. However, the Kindle version is almost useless. The tables are not reproduced in any

readable way, and there are none of the pictures that are needed to understand the text. eBooks

like this do a tremendous disservice to the Kindle. This could be a wonderful resource to have on

the Kindle, but no care was taken in the transcription, and to charge for this is an outrage. There is

absolutely no way that I could recommend the Kindle version of this wonderful book.

I wish I had read the reviews to this edition before I bought it because I would not have wasted my

money. However, my complaint is different from that of the others I have read. The book I received?

I literally can't read it. Imagine using a copier to copy the pages of a book, with the "darkness" factor

set high. That's what I got. A grey background to every page. There is such poor contrast between

the type and the page that it's all just a big wash of grey. What a disappointment. btw there was no

publisher listed anywhere on this edition - nor any mention that it was abridged. I suspect it is an ian

"on-demand" printing, apparently overseen by a broken robot. I shall search out the unabridged

edition elsewhere.

This wonderful book contains in its original form more than a thousand clearly written pages, and

over five hundred illustrations. The poor excuse of a book, facsimile copy I got for ~12$ contains

less than three hundred pages, and in its black and white printed form (opposed the full color online

view) is barely readable. Check the number of pages in the book version offered before you buy !



should do a better job at separating this inadequate version from the original.Having paid only

Medium grey print on a light grey background does not offer enough contrast to the human eye for

ready recognition. The actual letters of the words appear to have uneven edges to them. Thus this

does not qualify as a book, but only as a "book-like object". Alas, it is too small for a doorstep and

too large to even up a wobbly set of table legs. Its only useful function in our house is as fireplace

kindling...but very expensive kindling at that.On the last page is an imprint that indicates that this

"book" was manufactured after I ordered it. Clearly this is a reconstruction from stored photographic

or digital images. I am not against new technology per se, but it should produce a result at least as

good as the technology it replaces. This does not.Another person to offer comments as far back as

July, 2011, (Sarah) pointed out this defective presentation of grey on grey, and yet you have been

incapable or unwilling to respond to her critique in the two years since it was posted. Do you even

read these comments? I ordered a book; instead you sent me an experience of frustration and

dismay. I ordered a book; you sent me an optical illusion of a book.

This book is a classic, no two ways about it. It is really the first credible attempt to start taking a

quantitative approach to biology, and despite the developments of the past century (molecular

biology, etc), the problems raised in this book are just as pressing as they were when thompson

wrote it. Anyone working in cell biology nowadays will immediately see applications of the ideas in

this book, for example to organelle morphogenesis. The genius and erudition of thompson shine

through on every page, making the book inspiring to read.
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